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I’m a hemodialysis patient.
Can I travel?

Yes,     if you are in reasonably good health and
your doctor agrees. Today there are thousands
of dialysis centers in Canada and the world,
making travel for hemodialysis patients easier
than ever before.

As a person with renal failure, you are coping
with many stresses. A trip with your spouse,
family or friend allows you to leave many of
your responsibilities behind. It places you in a
new, relaxing environment where the only
structured time is your dialysis. Spending a
week in a resort or the winter in a warmer
climate is nice, but even a weekend in a
nearby city, visiting relatives or camping will
give you a break from daily routine.

.................................................................................

OK. I want to travel.
What’s the first step?

Decide where you want to go and when. Also
think about back up dates and places in case
your first choices aren’t available.

................................................................................

I’ve scheduled my treatments and sent the records.
Now what?

You should follow up to make sure your medical
records have been received. During the same call,
confirm the times and dates of your treatments. Most
units will ask that you arrive early for the first treat-
ment. If you will be seeing their doctor, find out where
and when.

.................................................................................

Everything’s set, but I’m worried about dialyzing in
an unfamiliar unit.

It’s natural to feel anxious about any change in
your dialysis routine. To ease your fears, ask the
host facility questions about their equipment,
treatment procedure, visitor policies or anything
that might concern you. Also, the more you
know about your illness and treatment, the more
in control you will feel in an unfamiliar setting.

.................................................................................

I’ve arrived. Anything left to do?

Finally, you’re there! When you arrive in town,
get settled, then call the dialysis unit to confirm
your treatment and the time you need to be
there. Once in a while, units may have to shift
schedules because of their patients’ needs. Also
get or check directions to the facility.

.................................................................................
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Who can help me plan
dialysis for my trip?

You will need to talk with your dialysis center’s
travel coordinator, usually your social worker or
charge nurse, at least three months before you
plan to travel. The coordinator may provide you
with initial contacts. Then you can start calling
centers near where you’re going to check on
their openings.  Later on, someone at your
clinic will prepare a package of your medical
records, which you may have to forward to the
unit you are visiting.

.................................................................................

When should I start
planning for a trip?

It’s never too early to explore possibilities.
Many dialysis centers, especially in popular
tourist areas like Hawaii, California, Arizona
and Florida, need at least three months notice.
If you plan to travel during holiday times such
as Christmas, contact centers six months in
advance. Although they may not have a dialy-
sis schedule yet, units usually have a first
come, first serve policy. Remember, you can
always cancel tentative dialysis
plans.

..................................
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They do have an opening.
What happens next?

If you are calling well in advance, the unit will
probably “pencil in” your treatment or place you on a
list. But dialysis facilities generally don’t confirm
treatments until they have reviewed your medical
records and your arrival date is closer. Check back
with the facility every now and then to see if they
have received your records and if it still looks okay.

................................................................................

Is there anything I should ask them?

Yes. Ask them to
explain the following.

• Payment policy. Ask how and when they expect
payment and how much it will be. What part of
the treatment cost is your responsibility? Is any of
it due in advance? Are there any other charges?

• Required medical records and insurance cards.
They may want to speak to a contact person in
your unit for these. Make sure it’s clear whether
they will contact your unit directly.

• Doctor’s visit. Some facilities require you to see
their doctor before your first treatment. Ask if this
is the facility’s policy.

.................................................................................



How do I know where to dialyze?

There are a few sources you can use to find out
where dialysis centers are located. The two
guides described below are moderately priced;
the travel service is free.

• The List. Every July, Dialysis & Transplanta-
tion magazine publishes an international
listing of dialysis centers accepting visiting
patients. You can ask your dialysis center
whether they have a copy or buy one directly
from the publisher by calling 800-442-5667.

•  You can also look on the internet at eneph.com
for theses travel services.

• The Patient Travel Service. Sponsored by
Fresenius Medical Care, this free service
continually updates its information on
dialysis centers in the U.S., Canada, and
abroad. Although the service does not
publish a list, it can provide phone numbers
for centers closest to where you are going as
well as dialysis cruise agencies. Call 800-
709-4911 between 9 a.m. and 5 p.m.
Eastern Time, Monday to Friday, and ask for
the Home Care Department.

If you’re using one of the printed guides, you
may not see a unit in the town you plan to visit.
Call a unit in a nearby town and ask if there’s a
closer dialysis unit.

If you’re headed for a large city, contact one or
two dialysis centers there and ask for the names
of the centers closest to where you’ll be staying.

What if they don’t have openings
when I want to go?

Flexibility is the key to scheduling treatments for a
trip. Facilities may not be able to give you the days
or times you prefer because they need to schedule
permanent patients before visitors. Also, some
centers set aside certain shifts for vacationers.

If they offer you a schedule or treatment length that is
not like your usual one—for instance, MWF when
you usually dialyze TThS—talk with your doctor and
charge nurse first. If you need to cut down your
dialysis hours during a vacation to fit into a unit’s
schedule, check with your dietitian for food and
beverage guidelines.

If they have no openings at all, try to find out the
reasons why. The more information you have, the
easier it will be for you to decide if you should pursue
your travel plans. Ask if they can suggest another
clinic
..............................................................

The clinic can't give me a clear answer —
what can I do?

- Ask if you can be put on a waiting
list.

- Ask when you can call back.
- Mail or fax a follow-up note to confirm

your request for treatment. Include a date
when you will call back.
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Is there any information about dialysis travel on
the Internet?

Some helpful sites:
- Dialysisfinder.com

Enter an address, city, zip code or state for a map of
dialysis units in the area.

- Globaldialysis.com
Includes listings for places to stay, travel agents,
tours, cruises, and travel insurance companies as
well as dialysis center listings.

- Nephron.com/usacgi.html
National listing of Medicare providers of dialysis
and transplant services.

- Eneph.com
An electronic version of The List mentioned on
page 3.

.................................................................................

What about payment?

The payment  policies of provincial health insurers or
commercial health insurers vary. You may be required
to pay for dialysis  services in advance to traveling,
and apply for reimbursement after your holidays. Also,
regulations on how long a resident can be outside of
the province before affecting your health coverage may

vary. Many require that you get authoriza-
tion before treatment, so check with your
provincial or commercial health insurer
before making plans.
................................................................................

What should I say when I call a dialysis facility?

First, tell them your name and ask for the
person in charge of making visitor dialysis
arrangements. Once that person is on the line,
tell them your name, city and province; the
name of your unit; that you will be traveling
and would like to dialyze in their facility. Be
specific about when you will be in their area. If you
are Hepatitis B antigen positive or have other special
treatment needs, it’s important to tell them at this
time. Always get the name and job title of the person
you talk to.
.................................................................................

What information will the facility ask me for?

The dialysis  facility will ask you for your name,
address and phone number. They may also
want the following information, so it’s a
good idea to have it ready.

• Your clinic’s name, address, phone number,
and fax number

• Name of a contact person at your facility
• Your date of birth
• Date dialysis began
• Days and length of your treatment
• Hepatitis B status (positive or negative)
• Insurance coverage(s) and policy number(s)
.................................................................



I’m a CAPD patient. What do I need to do to
prepare for travel?????

Discuss your travel plans with your PD nurse. If you
will need more supplies than you can take with you,
arrange to have your supplies shipped to your destina-
tion. Travel with at least a day’s supply of solution in
case of emergency.

It’s important to locate a dialysis facility that provides
back-up services. Contact them in advance to find out
if they need your medical records and check their
payment policy.

Have a great  trip!
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